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Sarel Roller  
& Brush

Multi-Mount
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How to survive 
droughts and 
downpours
In any summer, the turf tends to become 

sealed by a combination of dust and foot 

traffic. This results in the irrigation or rainfall 

lying on the surface and then evaporating 

off without being absorbed into the 

root zone. And when it does rain, 

a sealed surface hinders it from 

draining away, leaving you 

with a mass of puddles.

Hence the benefit of 

using a Sarel Roller 

to spike the surface 

followed immediately by a brush to sweep 

the dew down the holes into the root zone. 

And when it rains, you will have an open 

surface that drains freely.

The Sarel Roller and Brush combination can help to 
significantly reduce your expenditure on wetting agents.

Aero-Quick and Multi-Mount on a Toro 
Workman.

Sarel Roller and Multi-Mount on a John 
Deere Pro Gator.

The SOLUTION...

3	 Durable heavy-duty construction

3	 Fits all popular turf trucks

3	 Interchangeable fittings for 
different models

3	 Takes a wide range of  
GreenTek equipment

Want to use your 
maintenance truck? 
Now you can...
The GreenTek Multi-Mount is causing a huge shift in popularity 

towards using turf trucks for greens maintenance work.

Previously, only 34% of Greenkeepers preferred to use turf 

trucks – the rest used compact tractors. But now that the 

Multi-Mount is available, they can do a much wider range of 

Greens maintenance tasks with their trucks. Consequently, 

those who would now prefer to use turf trucks has jumped 

massively to 64%.

The Multi-Mount is a universal frame which can be configured 

to suit the Cushman Truckster, Toro Workman and John Deere 

Pro Gator. It enables you to attach the Aero-Quick, Maxi Brush 

and Sarel Roller to any of these power units.

SAREL ROLLER

Working width  1.5m (5’)

Weight 135kg 

REAR DEW BRUSH 

Working width 1.5m (5’)

Weight 8kg

GreenTekTM

3	 Thousands of small holes pricked 
through sealed turf surfaces

3	 Decreased use of wetting agents

3	 Brushing disperses moisture, 
reducing fusarium risk

3	 Ideal for use before and 
after overseeding, to increase 
germination rate

SEE VIDEO AT
www.greentek.org.uk


